Floor Boxes

Floor Boxes are robust, easy to fit and especially suited to discreet installations, while providing convenient floor access for a large capacity of power and data outlets. They are generally flush to the floor level so not to detract from the aesthetics of a room and to prevent accidental tripping occurring (as per surface mount boxes).

Floor Boxes shall:

- Be suitable for housing both power and voice/data sockets
- Be provided with segregation barriers (e.g. when power and data cabling is run within the same ducting) to ensure AS/NZS3000 compliance.
- Be provided with auto-switched double-pole sockets where power is required (FFB, FFBCT) or alternatively be provided with standard plate size GPOs (UFB).
- Be provided with neon indicators on power sockets (where applicable).
- Be available with a range of lids including plastic, stainless steel, aluminium & gunmetal to suit different floor finishes.
- Have lids with cable retainers & cable exit flaps for protection of cables while in use.
- Where required be locked for security (specific models).
- Include carcass depths (excluding lid) of 60mm, 90mm (FFB, FFBCT) & 80mm (UFB) as standard.
- Be provided in round, square or rectangular format.
- Where required be load rated for vehicle traffic (FFBSSHD).